Language training
French as a Foreign Language (F. L. E.)

Training goals
 Acquiring and developing language skills
 Develop communication skills in your personal
and professional environment
 Identifying French socio-cultural meanings
 Prepare for a language degree (DELF / TCF)
 Optimize the implementation of a social and/or
professional integration project

Training content
 Expression and oral communication (speaking in
front of a third party or in public, explaining and
arguing a choice, an opinion...)
 Oral comprehension (understanding dialogue and
following a conversation, oral instructions,
understanding an announcement or information
presented by the media...)
 Written understanding (identify the nature and
function of a document, describe and understand
a document or instruction, search for information,
decipher a text, correspond, write an email...)
 Written expression (taking a message, filling out a
form, producing various writings independently,
developing an argument...)
 Preparing a language degree (DELF / TCF)
according to your level and financial allowance

Pre-requisite
 Prerequisite
Non-French people at all levels, wishing to
acquire the rules of oral and written
communication to improve their French
language skills
 Adaptation by level:

F.L.E. Basic User (A1.1 - A2)

F.L.E. independent user (B1 to B2)

Educational Format


Diagnosis of initial learning achievements
through written and oral evaluations

Activities tailored to your initial level,
objectives, and project including:

Specific exercises selected by relevant
content

Exercises and activities by theme of
daily and professional life

Activities contextualized from real-life
documents
 Ongoing evaluation of your progress and
knowledge acquisition
 Skills certificate at the end of the session possible certification (DELF / TCF)



Organization of training


Part-time or full-time training depending

on funding


Financial terms
 Cost to the applicant with a personalized quote on
request
 CPF funding by situation (CPF code 200186)
 TRAINING sessions funded by POLE EMPLOI (Convention
Training Action - AFC)



Session time: 98 to 602 hours
Next session dates:

Contact us for upcoming dates

Training locations
 CAGNES SUR MER
 NICE
 VILLENEUVE LOUBET
 ANTIBES
 LE CANNET

Want a quote?
Contact us on 04 93 20 66 40
An advisor is available to assist you!

